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Barrier Games
Barrier games are an effective and motivating way of extending the language skills of children for whom
English is an additional language (EAL) EAL Teaching Strategies Resources and guidance for teachers of
pupils for whom English is an additional language (EAL)

Easy EAL Games to Try with Students
EAL pupils are feeling the benefits of these classroom games. Games used to help break down language and
cultural barriers for pupils who have recently moved to an English-speaking country are particularly interesting
and provide a route for the children to get involved and avoid any awkward interactions with staff and students
alike, helping them on their path to being fully integrated in the classroom.

Great Idea: Barrier Games | EAL Nexus
Great Idea: Barrier Games. Barrier games are a specific form of information gap activity. Information gap
activities are communicative activities for two or more learners, where, for example, Learner A has information
that Learner B needs, and vice versa. In a barrier game Learner A and Learner B sit with a barrier between
them...

28 Best Barrier Games For Eald Students images in 2019 ...
01/03/2019- Explore Tracy McLachlan's board "Barrier Games For Eald Students" on Pinterest. See more ideas
about Teaching, Learning and Reading.

Barrier Games in the ESL Classroom | Creative Language ...
Barrier games are very popular among elementary school students. They are used in many subjects including
math and art. They also have great potential in a language classroom. With my classes, I regularly review
prepositions of location. In the past, I used barrier games that I created myself. Recently, I found a great
resource that was…

Barrier Games – Valuing Diversity in Education for Society
This might be confusing to EAL learners – it would be good idea to address this and explain it. Type B: Maths.
Of course, Type B barrier games can be used with just paragraphs of text or even smaller sentences. Here I’ve
got a very simple and short example from the subject of Maths. We can see a word problem here about Sara,
who collects coins.

Removing Barriers to Learning: Progressing from EAL to ...
Removing Barriers to Learning: Progressing from EAL to Bilingual. 17 Jan 2018 12:00 PM. Problems are a part
of life. Look around your classroom and you will observe a myriad of issues. That marking pile, the reports, the

child with Tourette’s, the child who can’t sit still.

Barrier Games
Barrier Games: Great for Language Enrichment. Buy two sets (or enough for each person in your group) of
paper dolls, magnetic dolls, etc and have each child “dress” their doll and then describe the items of clothing
and give directions to peers to dress the dolls the same. Buy two sets (or enough for each person in your group)...

Barrier Games Pack
A great set of barrier games which can be used to support children develop their speaking and listening skills.
Also great for extending children's language, practising prepositions and positional language. Barrier Games
Pack contains: Transport Barrier Game [PDF] Castle Barrier Game [PDF] Beach Barrier Game [PDF]
Countryside Barrier Game [PDF]

Breaking down the language barrier for EAL pupils ...
Games Lifestyle Fashion Food Recipes ... How schools are breaking down the language barrier for EAL
students ... where pupils are taken out of up to four lessons a week for 10 weeks at a time.

